
A Bold Wrap for The Fruit Bowl Food Truck in
Dallas, TX

Dallas Vehicle Wraps

Awesome bright colors on Fruitbowl food truck wraps

in Dallas TX

Dallas TX Food Truck Wrap features

vibrant colors and a unique custom

design that is sure to catch the attention

of passersby.

DALLAS, TX, UNITED STATES, April 25,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Kranken

Signs Vehicle Wraps, a leading provider

of high-quality vehicle wraps, has

recently completed a bold and eye-

catching wrap for The Fruit Bowl food

truck in Dallas, TX. The new wrap

features vibrant colors and a unique

design that is sure to catch the

attention of passersby.

The Fruit Bowl food truck, owned by

local entrepreneur Marisa Diotalevi,

specializes in fresh and healthy fruit

bowls, smoothies, and juices. Johnson

wanted a wrap that would not only

showcase her brand but also reflect

the fresh and vibrant nature of her

products. After researching various

options, she chose Kranken Signs

Vehicle Wraps for their reputation of

delivering top-notch wraps that stand

out from the crowd.

The new wrap for The Fruit Bowl food

truck features a colorful and playful

design that incorporates images of

fresh fruits and a bold font that spells

out the name of the business. The

wrap also includes the truck's contact

information and social media handles,

http://www.einpresswire.com


Vehicle Wraps Dallas TX

making it easy for customers to

connect with the business. The wrap

was completed using high-quality

materials and state-of-the-art printing

technology, ensuring that it will

withstand the elements and maintain

its vibrant appearance for years to

come.

"We are thrilled to have had the

opportunity to work with The Fruit

Bowl food truck and help bring their

vision to life," said Cliff Smith, owner of

Kranken Signs Vehicle Wraps. "Our

team takes great pride in creating

unique and attention-grabbing wraps for our clients, and we are confident that this wrap will

help The Fruit Bowl stand out in the competitive food truck industry."

The new wrap for The Fruit Bowl food truck on display at Klyde Warren Park, 6 Woodall Rodgers

Fwy, Dallas, TX 75201, (214) 535-9442 http://www.thefruitbowldallas.com and has already

received positive feedback from customers. With the help of Kranken Signs Vehicle Wraps of

Dallas TX, The Fruit Bowl is ready to hit the streets and make a bold statement with their fresh

and healthy offerings. For more information about Kranken Signs Vehicle Wraps, visit their

website at www.vanwrapsdallastx.com/.
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